Low-Code Mobile Applications
Build fast, secure mobile applications with ease.

Increase employee productivity with the ability to work from anywhere, anytime—even while offline. Any application you build with Appian is instantly mobile-ready across all devices at no additional cost. With Appian Mobile, you can build once and deploy anywhere.

Mobile use cases:

- **Field operations** - Take, manage, and fulfill orders as well as track deliveries, complete field inspections and audits, and check inventory—all while on the road and without an internet connection.

- **Supply chain** - Work more efficiently with a mobile app that supports inventory management, project management, and deliveries.

- **Education** - Manage advisor scheduling and staff travel budgets and automate business processes and forms, from anywhere and in real time.

- **IT** - Manage help desk tickets, intellectual property, licensing, and more.

- **HR** - Automate recruiting, training, and orientations while managing time off and boosting employee engagement—all from one mobile app.

The Appian Low-Code Platform works for virtually any industry and use case. Once an application is built, it’s mobile-ready.
Key benefits:

- **Deliver a seamless experience** - Provide employees with the ability to work from anywhere, even without an internet connection.
- **Increase employee productivity** - Digitize processes that happen away from a computer and reduce approval and exception handling response times with Appian Mobile.
- **Accelerate development** - Deliver one unified experience for mobile and desktop. Use a drag-and-drop editor to design, build, and update it quickly, without any specialized mobile expertise.
- **Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)** - Provide more flexibility and mobility by allowing your employees to use their own devices while reducing the workload for IT support.

Key functionality:

- **Instant mobile functionality** - Any app you build on the Appian Low-Code Platform is automatically mobile across any device and screen size.
- **Low-code speed and ease** - A visual drag-and-drop development environment lets you build mobile apps without any manual coding.
- **Offline flexibility and access** - Complete tasks and access your mobile app while offline, with offline tasks locally queued and automatically synchronized to the server when you reconnect to the network.
- **Natively mobile applications** - Provide employees with camera access, geolocation, signature capture, audio, and push notifications.
- **Instant deployment** - Instantly deploy and update any changes you make to your app through the Appian Interface Designer and avoid the need to push another mobile app to an app store.
- **Security** - Applications built with the Appian Low-Code Automation Platform comply with stringent security requirements, integrate with your enterprise IT security and management toolset, and include a rich set of policy controls and app settings that you control.
- **Branding** - Customize mobile apps and user interfaces with branded logos, colors, fonts, layouts, icons, and splash screens.
- **Mobile Application Management (MAM)** - Allows your IT team to apply and enforce corporate policies on mobile apps. This is critical for corporate data protection, data leak prevention and safe BYOD. Supported for Microsoft Intune™.

For more information, visit appian.com/mobile

*Currently available for iOS.*